ROGUE SPENDING
Making deals out of vendor contracts hurts your brand and bottom line
CHRIS PIPER
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Abstract
Do you know how much your organization spends on branded merchandise? You’re not alone if
you don’t. “Branded merchandise” includes anything from company uniforms, giveaways, writing
instruments, awards, and any other logoed items you may have or use, which help to build your
corporate brand’s awareness! Regardless of your company, you have at least: marketing, sales, human
resources and procurement folks that are all concerned with the promotional product category of
spend. This being said, it can be tricky to manage with various departments making purchases and
creating items while being disconnected. The result of this can lead to lack of visibility into orders,
lack of control over what products your brand is printed on and how your logo appears, and an
increase in spend.
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Don’t let the various complications that come with a branded merchandise spend program scare you,
when setup correctly and regularly monitored, your company will see benefits that far outweigh the
costs. Master marketer, Seth Godin, once said, “It is impossible to market at people any more. The only
choice is to market with them.” Advertising that creates resonance helps consumers identify with the
brand on a personal level and drive what we call, Brand Love moments which provides the foundation
for an enduring brand relationship. Promotional products are a proven channel for brands to generate
a more favorable impression across all consumer audiences.
In addition, branded merchandise helps:
• Increase in brand loyalty
• Increase in customer satisfaction and acquisition
• Employee retention
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Cost Per Impression
The CPI for branded merchandise is the lowest compared to other forms of advertising and has an average lifespan of 7 years.
Newspapers

3.2 ¢

Television
Targeted Mobile
Promotional Products

2.5 ¢
1.0 ¢

0.7 ¢

This white paper will discuss what rogue spend is and why it’s an issue for your organization. Why
does it matter where you purchase your goods as long as your employees are getting everything
they need one way or another? We’ll also discuss how you can prevent rogue spend in the future by
explaining what you should look for when partnering with a promotional product vendor. Lastly, we’ll
present Boundless’ solution and explain how we counteract rogue spend and show how our solutions
have helped companies save millions of dollars annually while elevating their promotional product
campaigns.

The Problem
One of the most concerning pitfalls of an unorganized promotional spend program for procurement
is rogue spend. Rogue spend (also called “maverick spend”) refers to when companies go outside of
their vendor contracts for goods and purchase through other outlets. It’s common in the promotional
product space because many organizations may not have the items they’re looking for available to
them, their vendors may not provide products that they like, they’ve found an item cheaper
elsewhere, the item in their company inventory is out-of-stock, and so on. While there are various
reasons why people go rogue, doing so has its downsides.
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$20 Million
Rogue spend accounts for 2% of indirect spend.
This may not sound like much, but if your
company spends $ 2 billion indirectly, that means
$20 million of this is rogue spend.
Rogue spending can lead to:
• Decrease in marketing’s control of the brand
• Decrease in procurement’s visibility and cost control
• Decrease Return on Branding (ROB)
• An increase in the chance of a poor quality product and risk of a recall
• Increase in spend due to duplication of efforts and purchases from
not collaborating

The Solution
So you want to put an end to rogue spend, how do you do that? You’ll want to find partners and
vendors that offer all of the solutions you’re looking for. When it comes to branded merchandise,
a vendor that just ships a new box of pens to your door whenever you’re out won’t cut it. Because
branded merchandise is utilized in various departments, you’ll want to make sure your vendor realizes
that and has a solution that will take the various departments’ spend and collectively manage and
maintain your program.
In addition to taking the various buyers into consideration, you’ll want to ensure you’re getting the
most out of your promotional product spending. Instead of purchasing the same tote your company
has purchased for your annual sales summit year after year, partner with a vendor that goes above and
beyond to source products that will elevate your campaigns. By adding a value to these items, they’re
less likely to feel like giveaways or tchotchkes to end-users.
Anyone can put a logo on a product, but by taking the opportunity to think about which products
are best fit for a certain campaign, looking for new and innovative products to increase perceived
value, you can increase your brand’s awareness and create Brand Love moments that will spark
a relationship.

“Boundless is truly making a difference in the promotional products industry. Their technology, best
practices and sales professionals have helped us optimize our promotional spend processes across sales,
marketing, purchasing and HR. From apparel programs to company stores to individual orders, Boundless
consistently delivers impactful solutions within our budget and our quality standards. Boundless is a true
full service promotional product company.” - Alan Wong, ASD Dr. Manager, Hitachi America Ltd.
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The Boundless Approach
At Boundless, we help put an end to rogue spend. Our patented technology will unite buyers, help you
maintain control of your brand, reduce costs, save time, and is the ONLY solution that will allow you to
monitor and track 100% of orders whether they’re custom or placed online.

S P E N D M A N AG E M E N T T EC H N O LO G Y: R A P I D I M PAC T, N O H A S S L E

Boundless makes it easy for you to gain visibility into spend and get reporting at your fingertips. You
can gain access to all of your orders, review details and costs and use the data to help measure ROI to
help make future orders more strategic. In addition, we also provide tracking, regular reports and
reviews to make sure goals that were set are being met. As the program evolves over time we will
make sure we evolve your solution to continue to achieve great results.

Key features of the spend management platform:
• Self-service portal personalized for buyers, managers, marketing and procurement personnel
• Ability to purchase approved company branded merchandise via smart search catalogs
• GroupBuy™ technology that alerts and connects buyers with similar product needs to produce volume discounts
• Brand protection features like the ability to share brand standards, approved company logos
and more
• Robust metrics, order approval and reporting
• Find promotional best practices, program ideas, case studies and more

CO L L EC T I V E B U Y I N G P OW E R

Save time and money, align your brand and tap into your organization’s buying power when
purchasing through GroupBuy™. GroupBuy™ is our patented technology that puts your collective
buying power to work by automatically combining individual orders to ensure you get the best prices
on the products they buy. With the ability to still individually decorate, you’re saving time, money and
building consistency through your purchases.
HR – 2000 items
$14,000
$9,800

SALES –500 items
$4,000
$2,800

MARKETING –50 items
$550
$385
Before GroupBuy™
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30% Company Savings
Giving individual buyers and departments visibility into what
branded merchandise is being purchased company-wide enables
group purchasing around similar product needs and the ability to
realize volume discounts.

After GroupBuy™
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Case Study
Boundless’ solutions have helped various organizations take control of their promotional programs
again and eliminate rogue spend. Here’s just one example from Encompass.

When Encompass first came to Boundless, their ordering system was fragmented,
and they did not have visibility into spend or control over quantities ordered
across their branches. Boundless identified the perfect solution to ensure all of
Encompass’s orders were streamlined, followed brand guidelines, and were
processed as efficiently as possible: our patented GroupBuy™ technology.
GroupBuy™ aggregates large orders across multiple
buyers and locations to help Encompass consolidate
orders. GroupBuy™ has helped Encompass organize
and control branding initiatives while driving significant
savings (both dollars and time). The more buyers who
order, the lower the cost of each product becomes.
Collaborating with Boundless creative experts,
Encompass selects one product (such as stress balls
or mugs) for the year, and then each month a tailored
version of those products is produced to represent the
monthly theme (i.e. cancer care or fall prevention). The
products are distributed to referral sources such as
doctor’s offices to educate physicians about the benefits
for patients in using Encompass’ home care services.
These bulk-order products empower Encompass to make
a real impression on the people who matter to them
most: the doctors and the patients they guide to the
right solution for home care. In essence, these small yet
powerful products help make sure someone in need is
paired with the services they deserve to live a healthy life.
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CHALLENGES
• 150 branches that varied in size, budget, and promotional product volume needs
• Decentralized order process with limited insight into budget and brand consistency
SOLUTIONS
• Implemented GroupBuy™ to aggregate bulk orders and lower the price for each buyer
• Provided creative guidance to procure the best products
• Implemented additional oversight and streamlining of ordering process
RESULTS

Maintain Brand Consistency  by offering buyers only approved items
25–35% Annual Savings  using GroupBuy™
20 GroupBuy™ Annual Savings  using GroupBuy™

“Boundless has far exceeded my expectations. We came from a model that was
working but definitely had a lot of room for improvement. When we made the
transition to the Boundless’ solution, there were adjustments just like with any
change — but they made it completely worthwhile. Our partners at Boundless
went through every step with me and remain an invaluable resource for us.”
Erin Volbeda, Director of Marketing, Encompass Home Health & Hospice

Contact us today to learn how Boundless can help your
promotional spend program and say goodbye to rogue spend!
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ABOUT BOUNDLESS
Chris Piper, Vice President of Business Development, Boundless
With over 20 years of hands-on experience as a Certified Advertising Specialist, Chris has helped
clients achieve measurable success with high-impact branded promotional concepts guaranteed
to invigorate brands, build customer loyalty, and broadcast marketing messages to new and
current customers. Chris is an active volunteer in the industry as President of the Northwest
Promotional Marketing Association (NWPMA) and is a certified advocate for PPAI as well as a
past PPAI L.E.A.D (Legislative Education Action Day) participant.
Boundless is the first promotional marketing company to bring together the people, process, and a unique
technology platform to drive results with visibility and control for enterprises. Our platform empowers buyers to
browse, share ideas, talk with experts, and order the way they want. It helps procurement and marketing manage
spend and maintain the brand, and gives leadership visibility and input into the entire process. Boundless prides
itself in being a leader in product safety, compliance, and sustainability while offering complete transparency at the
product level to enterprise level customers. Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Boundless has locations throughout
North America and works with over 10,000 buyers representing upwards of 3,000 companies.
For more information, visit www.boundlessnetwork.com.
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